Mexican architect Tatiana Bilbao lives
in a small apartment building designed
by Mario Pani in 1942.
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Tatiana Bilbao’s “brother-in-spirit” is the great Mexican architect Mario Pani
(1911–93). “I grew up with his ideas,” explains the 38-year-old architect,
already one of the most well-known in Mexico today. “My parents used
to meet with people who, like them, had been members of the student
protest movement of the 1960s,” she says. “They would get together in
Pani’s housing projects in the capital and discuss the possibilities of social
change and alternative modes of living.” Although Bilbao never met Pani,
she now lives in one of the buildings he designed.
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The building has typical Pani touches, including brick and curved walls.
The green plantings outside were conceived as an important aspect of
the interior, with ample expanses of window and glass block on the
public staircase to ensure their visibility.

During his lifetime, Pani was regarded as a visionary who hoped
to improve social conditions in Mexico through his work. And there
was certainly plenty for him to do: after freeing itself successively
from the yoke of Spanish rule, occupation by France and several
decades of dictatorship (brought to an end by the revolution of 19101920), the country desperately needed a new identity — a need
that extended to visual arts and architecture. The revolutionarios were tired of the hacienda and Art Deco styles of their former
occupiers and of regional folkloric styles. While his famous colleague
Luis Barragán built elegant homes for the upper classes, Pani was
commissioned by the state to develop affordable housing for the
masses. Large numbers of apartments, hospitals and cultural facilities were required, and Pani, who had studied architecture in Paris,
enthusiastically set about designing these, taking inspiration from
the Bauhaus and Le Corbusier, whose ideas were already influential
in Mexico. He is now regarded as a founding father of modernism in
Mexican architecture.
“However, right from the start he ignored the stringency of his
European role models,” notes Bilbao with a smile, as she too shares

Pani’s aversion to an overabundance of steel, concrete and straight
lines. “He built in brick as well as in stone, and he constantly broke
the rules of modernism — in the same way that we Mexicans break
the rules that govern normal, everyday life.”
Pani built huge housing projects comprising multi-story blocks
up to 28 floors high. They were designed for the workers who were
streaming into the capital from rural areas in search of a better life,
as well as for young academics and their families. Pani’s designs
were more than just buildings: they were self-contained, meticulously planned living environments. Besides a variety of residential
units, they boasted modern conveniences such as supermarkets,
laundries, schools, sports facilities and sometimes even swimming
pools. Plenty of room was left between the individual blocks for
green space and places where residents could meet and spend
their leisure time. Some projects were completely off-limits to
motor vehicles, but all of them, despite their central location, were
oases of quiet. All these elements were instruments that Pani used
to make inner-city life more attractive and to foster social cohesion.
While his most internationally famous building is the outstanding
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The living room contains vintage furniture from the ‘50s, including
a pendant lamp, purchased in Mexico City flea markets. The red
felt Italian carpet was designed by Paola Lenti. Inset The concave
bank of steel-framed windows is original. The sculptural wooden
bench is by Mexican designer Hector Esrawe.

Rectory Tower of the UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México), it is perhaps his housing projects that had the most impact
on daily life in the city. His largest, Nonoalco-Tlatelolco, is situated
in the north of Mexico City. Designed to accommodate 15,000
people and completed in 1964, it is regarded today not only as a
prime example of Mexican modernism, but also as an important
symbol of the radical changes that were taking place in Mexican
society at that time.
On the other hand, anyone who could afford it dreamed of
owning his or her own little house, a seemingly insane desire in view
of the explosive rate at which Mexico City was growing into a megacity. Since the 1920s, the chic residential and entertainment district of
Polanco, situated directly opposite Chapultepec, the gigantic park on
the edge of the city center, has been popular among well-to-do families
wanting to own a house of their own. In what was possibly an act of
protest, Pani chose to build one of his first apartment buildings here
in 1942. Today, that three-story building is home to Tatania Bilbao.
“I’d been on the look-out for a Pani building for a long time,”
she recalls. “In Mexico, he built mainly large apartment blocks or
high rise buildings. Then one day I noticed the ‘for rent’ sign.” That
same evening, as she signed the lease, she remembered her parents’
discussions about Pani’s ideologically committed projects, and felt
that she was securing a piece of her childhood.
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Bilbao’s building was not built for the masses, however, but
for the middle class, something of a rarity in Mexico even in
the 1950s. Nevertheless, it is a typical Pani building: its clear
lines are predominantly curved, partitioning walls are tapered
and ovoid, the rooms are bathed in light and most of the materials
are of Mexican origin. Pani was fond of red brick, mosaic and
ceramic and used them to provide unobtrusive decoration for
both the interior and exterior of his buildings; in this building, he
used red brick and glass block.
When an apartment adjacent to her own in the building
became vacant, Bilbao’s partner moved in to join her. They now
share an entire floor, living in separate apartments with floor
plans that are mirror images of each another. They have connected the two apartments via a small passageway that runs
between their respective pantries, making it possible for them
drop in easily on each other.
Bilbao has restored her apartment as carefully as possible.
However, she had to rebuild the kitchen from scratch. “I didn’t
even think about trying to imitate the original style,” she says.

Right The original fireplace is faced with Cantera stone. In the
winter, it is the only source of heat.
Below The view from the fireplace to the curved apartment
entrance. The oval wall, a favorite Pani device, separates the
entrance foyer from the dining area to the right.

“I tried to find a solution that would complement the rest of the
apartment.” She designed molded-concrete work surfaces that were
cast in the kitchen itself. These were sanded and polished until
they looked like sandstone. Fortunately, key stylistic elements,
such as the solid wooden floorboards (variety of wood unknown),
the fireplace clad in Cantera stone, and the glass façade with its
steel window frames, were all still in their original condition. Pani
often integrated verdant outdoor spaces into the overall design; here,
the palm trees in the garden resemble green, three-dimensional
paintings when viewed through the windows.
Bilbao wanted the apartment to speak for itself, which is why
she opted for restrained furnishings. “I fitted out the living room
with vintage furniture from the 1950s,” she says. “It goes well with
the style of the building and with the time in which it was built.”
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The dining room and bedroom have contemporary furniture. She
made no changes to the room layouts, but as she is very sensitive
to noise, she had the bedroom windows soundproofed and interior
shutters installed.
The apartment building in which she lives is a playful amalgam
of cubes and curves that bring to mind the movements of a belly
dancer. The building’s exterior is almost exactly as it was when
Pani created it. The brick frontage with its delicate, protruding
concrete window portals is intact, as is the Cantera stone between
them. The steel window frames, the glass block in the stairway
and the paths in the old garden also date back to 1942.
One thing, however, has changed since the building was constructed: the height of the wall surrounding it. Where originally a
waist-high chain-link fence marked the boundary of the property,

Above The dining area is
furnished with a dining table
and chairs designed by Bilbao,
made of Caoba wood, and
an original pendant lamp
by Verner Panton.
Right, top The staircase
leads to the bedrooms and
a bathroom on a half-level;
the porthole window was
another Pani favorite.
Right, bottom A door leads
from the dining area into
the kitchen.
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The bedroom contains contemporary furniture, including the
tubular-frame and knitted-textile Slow chair, designed by the
French design team of Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Vitra in
2007; the Midsummer paper lamp, 2004, by Dutch designer Tord
Boontje for Artecnica of Los Angeles; and the wooden Pack of
Dogs bookshelf designed by the Nel collective of Mexico City in
2007. Bilbao installed the wooden shutters for soundproofing.

there now stands a ten-foot-high wall that conceals the building and
gardens from passersby. It is there for security reasons, as is the doorman, who is on duty 24 hours a day. With a population of more than
22 million, Mexico City is one of the most dangerous urban areas in
the world. The huge gap between rich and poor is to blame – which
means that obviously wealthy neighborhoods are dangerous for their
residents. In a positive trend, however, more of the city, such as the Old
City, Roma and Condessa, which until a few years ago were rundown,
are now being discovered, populated and reinvigorated by young,
creative people. They are drawing on and reinterpreting their Mexican
traditions, setting up cafés, workshops and galleries; their engagement
in bettering their city is, in part, their rebellion against the inflation,
corruption and decay that has dominated Mexican society since the
1970s, with the end of the glorious post-revolutionary period. “In a
way, what we’re going through now mirrors what Pani and his associates went through,” Bilbao says. “We have to take things into our own
hands if society is to change.”
Just as her brother-in-spirit once did, Bilbao now works on public
architecture and planning projects, both in Mexico City and elsewhere
in the country. Currently, she is designing the master plan and a
number of pavilions for a botanical garden in Culiacan, a city that
has been plagued by drug violence. The project, in collaboration with
Left The entrance to Bilbao’s apartment is as bright and airy as the
apartment itself, with the bank of glass block.
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dozens of artists who are creating site-specific works, is
privately financed by Augustin Coppel, a businessman
and art collector.
Thanks to her success as an architect — in 2004,
she founded her own multidisciplinary practice and
co-founded the urban research center, MXDF — Bilbao
is now part of the wealthy minority in Mexico. As a
matter of principle, however, she refuses to turn her
home into a fortress; she accepts the wall around her
building, however, because such security measures are
simply the norm in Mexico City. “I can’t imagine a better
place to live than in this building in this city,” she
declares. As an architect she has grown close to Pani.
Whereas at one time she garnered worldwide attention
for spectacularly elegant concrete buildings, such as a
pavilion in China commissioned by the artist Ai Weiwei,
nowadays she concentrates on “simplicity,” using, like
Pani, materials predominantly from her home country
and employing traditional forms of construction, like
adobe. From her office, which lies directly on the main
traffic artery, the boulevard Paseo de la Reforma, she
can see two more Pani buildings: office blocks from the
1950s in need of restoration.
n
Kerstin Rose is a journalist based in Germany.

The kitchen was the only room that had to be completely
gutted. Bilbao designed the polished concrete work surface,
with the embedded gas stovetop. The counter-topped
cabinet to the right is a work island, with additional kitchen
space beyond.
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